
The spring of this year of madness 1948 produces still aribtiief ■ 
issue of Horizons. Tnisfis volume 9, number 3% FAPA nuini^r^h

-whole number 34, VAFA number 8, produced by Harry.Warner, Jr./nn 
the Eoubledouble.tpilaridtrou^le-Ifimeograph. . * ‘

In the Beginning

• I don’t' feel much like publishing a fanzine, gentlemen. JTne 
remarkably successful efforts of this wonderful ccun try Of ours, 
to cook un war fever again have left me dazed, diz^y, 1®^, 'r ’ 
and slightly sick, et the tomach. I respectfully submit. th^V the 
manner in which public opinion has been swayed wnthih' h^. 
si-r veeks is far more remarkable than tne ci.,-eo , w i , h ,
bomb, and bhe'--combi nation of sentiment against
3^ - ^Uite likely to be the ginningt^ 'thisUm.e 'as
thing v/8 know.as civilization. 1 nope i a. a- e ■ ■
I’vej.sen wrong in the past ah out of t er th in|s . smoe'co eom_

To U* reviews, tr.en, and once ? ain tb,I reE,a-the post- 
ment-on. every- item.,.mor nave I had time enous.n 
mailed BA?A publications. First, the VAPA: rather.in-

Not Itich.of interest to ue. It ipvpf ot'the Winning ' 
terpsting to renenter how proud tlre»rA - • w fflOSt of lts 
that mere-was an organization, tm-t voulcr ^hensibie to me. and 
efforts to reviews.' ’’ The. poetry is in^ —1 • _ _
gives' rfe an inferiority co: ole^becouse^.
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no fictionizing and -no exaggeration; tt 
told t-nen. ”’ Hy note in the Vangua.ro 
unnecessary; Hori’zons .showed u] 
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about seven bucks more in the purchase price, and a doubling-of the 
shelving space. And several of tne best of these works are already 
available by themselves in other waxed versions. My kick on sales 
tactics is against instances where' compositions thdt don't even be

' lang near one another are tossed int® one album, just because they 
happen to be sung or played by the same person. It’s particularly 
bad in the case of groups of sorus on records; in a three-disc al
tar;. of operatic. arias, for instance, you’re almost sure to. find at 
least one side that you already ovzn in someone else’s version, and 
another aria-or two that you don’t want to own at all. ’’ I heard 
an announcer on a radio station in Washington introduce a tenor 
solo entitled rffihams ’*Vesti” from an obscure work entitled ”La 
diubba." Oould you supply any information on the plot of that par
ticular opera, now that you’ve taken care of : r. Palhetigue'9 

Some one c ornment e d this 
FATA offers over the. VATA.
•me; tne bulk of the content 
were beginning to ooze out. 
ffew i'esta ent went, for it • 
to .find out if '
have to ask for a copy fronthe surplus stock 
wnat it’s all about. ’’ ’’The Cold oar'' :----
th© i..possibility of cro1 ding it all 
can’t you give your readers credit for _ 
at the next page without being re minded 01 that? 
care ’in the wakeup would help, too; thare's 
Shouldn’t wait until less than a page pf.es 
left before jumping it to the back of the 
is easily tie best issue of Sparx so far.
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twist to tne plot is a maam. new one. I likeo. the c . ’ '
ar® definitely on the right track w±h Moonshine; ,now if you an 
feres'yourself to omit tne "poetry” any the reviewing
Lev© so re thing there. ” It’s astonishing, to bind ion revie ng 
bo-oks in Phanteur; he interested :e in tv ?bZt T
the only one of the recent crop of .semi-pro .fantasy , *
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quire cents for officers doesn’t sound necessary on . .
fy by experience tna't the 'posts of presiaent an ° worst
don’t take enough time andeffort to make an\dllf®Stv’for nub 
came to worst, the official editor oould claim aC^vity for nub- 
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way of frustrating the crackpots without-holding • back-.a certain 
acount of progress. I’m inclined to think that- it’s tetter to 
nut up with the nuts and the aberrants for the. sake of the few 
who nay seen to’’be that v/ay tut really aren’t;, of course, I’m 
thinking of things in a tread"sense--the fields of. sociology, .. 
art, -and so on, no.t just physics or any' particular branch of sci
ence. Even more important, though, is the nuisynce value.th-at 
the aberrants have toward orthodox methods and ideas. The aber
rant’s iay not have the right ideas, but if they keep hammering 
away with the proposition that accepted ideas may be wrong,- they, 
serve a definite value. 1AR se-riously overestimates the willing
ness of scientists to accept new concepts, . I tnink. Best example 
that occurs to me offhand is that of the chiropractors. Because 
tneir ideas about treating illness were obviously a bit too ex- 
tre.fi, and because they upset' so many sacred cows ofmedicine, .. 
the orthodox physicians fought them tooth andnail witnout aumit- 
tin.- that the chiropractors might be partially rigii . ■ o ne.
chiropractors still aren’t licensed to practice m Pennsylvania, . 
but hospitals all over the country a’e setting up special sections 
for chiropractic methods, teaching people to operate hem,, an 
as a face-saving method are. calling e\^t I fail”

■’physical medicine. ” ’’ I think may Liggn is sincere cut i tai
to see where the Lone Indian Fraternity will succeed when organ
izations backed by a thousand ti es aS many S§ied
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i
time that eccentricity is a characteristic of the most 

and besides, Los Angeles
I still 

shouting ”1 am not a fan” 
themselves, not others, of 
good point in his remarks 
the FAPA is all about. I 
is advisable—after all, we

by thi
rabid followers of any hobby or cause;
can't be considered a fair sample of fans in general 
think that these people who go around 
are doing it in an effort to convince 
txxis situation. ’* Don Wilson has a 
on the difficulty of finding out what 
don't think a real publicity campaign
don't need any more members now—but preparation of a two-page 
explanation of the organization for mailing out to likely pros
pects would seem.to be in order. ’’ I’m still not convinced that 
I ought to read Finnegans Wake just now; I'm interested m it, out
going through it is such a monumental task, and I. could be inves
tigating so many other books of equal importance in that same 
amount of time. ’’ If it’s any consolation to you, ^Harold, tne 
discontinuance of Fantasy Aspects is the thing that decided me 
not to renew membership in the NFFF thisyear. ’’ Omission cm 
mention of BaCh was not really intentional, Don, but he dian t 
seam to belong., in that article. Despite what the learne peop e 
may think, Bach doesn’t rate amount the half-dozen greatest com
posers in my value scale. He’s right up there on the 1_ >
Haydn, Handel, Brahms, 'Schumann, and a dozen more,but-
quite qualify for admission to the extra-special P ai; ■ , ,
that contains Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, Magner, and verai. _ 
I'll bet Freud would have a field day with some of Bick^s spei 
ing errors. Glad to see The Sneary_a member, though.^“ 
garding the scoring of Metropolis, 1 wonder what ‘ ‘
is between a tangible silence and an intangible si •

How To Din Friends

From ’'Art,” article by William Rotsler in Masque. Jhen man 
works as an artist he invents new forms, .new ^ty’ r doe° he 
repeat forms and patterns that ne finds m natui , . '
copy or imitate the wo'rksof other '^n--we are artist’
true artist. Nature may have been tne insuimrio art^Sf
hi.is elf is the creator, the designer, of. the ■ va’ up. .

From ’’Art and Fandom,” article .by William .■'limy fans .... teye thusly .falls?.into Is or
of drawing singular to certain artists. 'or pronounced,
be, providing this influence is not too sever
Every artist is influenced by other artists, -
his times and beliefs, and by his 'environment” / /_// //_//_//_

Upon. the Way 
by”L», ~L. Toppitt

Mind an# matter glide
into the vortex of lianiensj 5»
iiowlfi the sublime, caim Ideal, 
ana softly sleeps ■ -- op imagination, 
m the whispering
Wo hear it, sweet stern philosopher,But then, out^augh^thv^^, 
ana saiti. ~ Gr o t



I Quick, Watson, the Needle 1

The record reviewing bug has bitten me, gentlemen. This arti
cle is experimental in its aim,, and I won’t burden you with .a ser
ies unless the response is favorable from the beginning. It might 
help if you understand't hit I don’t claim to be' ah' expert on rec
ords and record history. When I say something nice about a record, 
I don’t claim that it’s one of the greatest discs ever cut. Instead 
I .-..lean teat it’s a record which I liked very much for one reason or 
another. And in order to be a little different, I’m going to re
strict iy subject .■ .atter. I’ll keep away from the new releases al
together, and try to write about only the less publicized music, 
m the hope that I’ll recommend something that you’ll like but that 
you might not have investigated Without my remarks..

This time, I’m going to sneak of three vocal discs, all of 
for* fe..iale voices, one of them represent- 

aLian■school, another a prime exam- 
and the third an example of a trans
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to music, you 
the ancient N

quick coupleiooni.ar,v
- - • Bello a

aria for Noma 
Me Ritarno

It is a 
coving 

,t wnere an entirely 
manner in which the

r side contains the _ 
a little ialer in the act, },
rt i.s usually coupled ' ith the -yasta^biva. ~ 

conventional alody, but there is something^immeno ly 
about the sudden slackening of tempo at one naihu Wix^re 

•new* theme intrudes for a moment, and the abw 
famous march- sweeps up.in the orchestra at t.

Tre recording is far from good from the 
The orchestra is thin, and there is such a 
extremes of volume that you’re deafen 
rum up tue volume high enough to hea 
Selle sings -so magnificently that she 
tura of the present day. Her rapid p 
pitch, her rapid staccato notes are r 
squawks, and ner lo^er register is as

The halfway point is

wnicn

on './eber 
o ' ell on

eng i n e e r i ng .standpoint, 
nde range between the 
the climaxes if you 
soft parts. But Pon- 
to shame every colora- 
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i tones, not neutral 
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4
matic soprano of our generation. But the sheer -virtuosity of the 
singing lore than compensates for this defect, and the orohestra 
is good—it's the Philadelphia, under Ormandy. _

However, the music is the most interesting thing here, Web
er cave very close to the ileal of the Wagnerian "continuous mel
ody*’ here, at the same time retaining the framework of the old 
Italian scena—slow air, fast tune. The -slow opening section has 
a vocal line that is as fine as anything in Wagner up to .the Ring 
It is half-aria, half-recitative, with no formalmelody, but mir
rors and emphasizes the leaning of the words. . Only t±ie accompan
iment betrays the fact that Weber lacked the final vital some
thing that makes tne all-out genius, 
leitmotif system to hold it together, .
becomes hackneyed. But you will hear the brass section playing a 
queer anticipation of the "sword” tne ie from the Ring, an you 
will recognize the final fast section because it is the melouy 
is contained in the familiar overture, in .a slightly different _ 
rhytxj-i 
move..:

f

This accompaniment has no 
ia ties, and several times

genesis in the final 

these three 
an artist 

±i ____ in the person of Blanche
It is the latest Victor version of ’ Avenal

easily the best buy of the several

I can’t conceive of 
as fine as it would be in its t 
suffers less than most excer< 
definite balance to it as excerpted here, 
a final climax, 
lines of other 
not necessary,

(In tl-is vocal form, it betrays it- 
ent of Beethoven’s "Lebewohl” sonata,. 
Finally, the Wagner record. It’s the newest of 

with tne advantage of uodera recording, and features 
almost as fine as Flagstad and Ponselle — - _
Thebom 
from ’’Got ter damme rung,,T and 
produced in this country. You 
mann-Heink version these days, and the. 
Ing doesn't contain as much of the musi 
+'°° 30011‘ nyone disliking this wsio. It Un;t

• • rroner place in the opera, but.it 
■ernted nieces from Wagner. There is a ,er_. leu sense of progress to

. ■ +/-, or omit, the vocal
and there as no n ~ Ceman words is

characters. Understanding h foj.
tiiougn desirable. Tire mu^i^ ? W»i_
is heightened if the listen^ hovers over

traute is speaking oi £rave events—the uc of ne@d for
Walhalla, <«otan s gloom, ana the grow gring. There 
Brunnhilde to return to tne Rhine the aHost of the <pr- 
is nene of. the "too nuch brass' in ' ph echoes and reminders 
Cnestral' part consists of tired, n.ai eiu-i yjaltrdute is heart- 
of familiar leitmotif s. The vocal 1 13p ^escribes her ef—
breakingly beautiful, and the lo.’ient d^ohte, Brunn-
fort to conso.leWotan, and his reactioh Vin all apto
hilde—dein!‘’ — is .one of the greatest difficult music.

Thebom does superb work ■ dth^ the "*" • ■
She gets a baritone quality into ner ton^.. , 

ich no si;i<? er to ny knowledge ‘ 
... cuieve. Lost difficult n._ ai-
vi'de plenty' of dynamic range tm-cu ho, 
tne record, yet saves her fu'l vowm 
peal contained in the powerful thrhe 
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Fl a- stad disc is considerably uldar, 
titles at every record store In Hager 
hunt for the Ponselle re-corc ftcsg'-i

■n't art to find the old Schu- 
^xcsilent Thorberg record

; stopping two minutes
J*

as she quotes Wotan, 
aside from Marion 

aim she manages to nro- 
<two full sides of 

^olu^ for the pressing ap- 
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.Genesis

That was supposed to be the tit® of a wonderfully iearned 
and important article that I was planning to write. It was to 
be my masterpiece of fanarticling, a manuscript that would be 
spoxen of in hushed tones for months, maybe years. I intended 
to show how most of the stories that have been outstanding in the 
prozines actually owed their ideas and plots to the Bible^, through 
conscious or unconscious borrowing on the part of the autnors. 
But. the article was never written. I dedfied that it would be nec
essary to re-read a good part of theBible and a lot of _ science 
fiction to do the job properly. Then I got the suspicion tha i 
really isn’t a case of derivation, 'but 'rather an instance oi cer 
tain basic characteristics of legend or fiction.turning up m . \ 
both religion and fantasy. So this page in horizons will co-niem 
orate the failure to achieve my great project;

I planned to start off by pointing out tnat few of us escape 
vast childhood influences of religion and the Bible, infhences 
that stick in the subconscious in later- years no m.a^ . J
ical or agnostic we may grow to be about such things.

At this point, I would have been forced to * : 
of my task had already been done by - niters on - f_ h
H. P. Lovecraft. His commentators have already pointed out how 
much HFL’s weird fiction owes to the Old testament, r to'the 
simply added the concepts of repulsiveness and strangeness to e 
old accounts of how the personification o± evil *as enc la/sin- 
banished. In Christianity, the devil is////j takes the niece 
in Lovecraft, tampering '-it.-; fortidien thing» b 
of sm and is regarded as a sort o± sin ir-t-u- t 
of beauty, sanity, 'and-humanity. ’ . n -+But from there on, my article would nave been on its o./n. 
The next point of departure might hav.e been t conflict
Gr-itb Almost all of winch have been' concerned with the coni.lion 0.-111., a.i..iosr an 01 i-c. qtor-v m the Lensrian
of good against evil. • The allegedly_final s y - i -^s '
series would have been a strong talking po ? f3-Lq'’tbe Gospels up the parallel to the » f?he X
describe the manner tn vuion mankind tas de th£m huiaan
of evil through the suffering o. 'a human ma 
through, the efforts .of a semi-oomprehenslbW■ f g 

the redeemer into a number of „nd even i'r^ Kinni 
son who aoes inOSt cu x -. •_rallel at times, to the
suspiciously like her Biblical x ’

the story’s literary worth.
seemed ha anting xUar.. 

r^leP ^n r.cognitlo^^sevtlanee

' ' -iously influenced van Vogt 
yo Both van Vogt and k'ag- 

for good which is hampered
" the Gumemanz scandal, 

pinball machine. There 
"whom, we are never sure 

dent’s daughter. And
who

it’s the 
son acts 
great detriment of 

''The ho rid- of A" 
first read it, but if took a 
fit into my great 
to Christianity as arranged for 
don’t know whether hagner’s opera ■cons 
but tnere’s a might powerful sinHa”'^ 

■ ner are concerned .with a great "is
by a tampering in the past—in one _ ~ 
in the other, the equivalent .of tilting 
is, in both cases, a Mysterious woman a fat 
of anything, call her Kuncry or the nder
the hero in both cases ^isan -innoc{?n ^^emen(jous powers playing 
doesn’t know much about himselx r- -"p j-gy to the whole
around, min; but turns out m tme enp v

in both cases is an innocent



situation, helped along by that very innocence.
Naturally,^the final step in such an article would have been 

to take up the Shaver legends, and point out that their boirow- 
ings from the myths of the near east are even more pronounced 
than those of any of the other stories. It is true that they 
place.tneir version of heaven in some planets, rather than an in
definite 'place in the sky, and it is also true that they fix the 
hell in caves, instead of deeper underground: but such differen
ces aren’t .particularly significant.'

Cut about this’ time, I began to get tired of the whole idea, 
and so I never wrote the article.
* . * . * . * . 4 . 4 * . *. * , s, , 4 , . V . * >, 4• , 4 • , 4 , ,*» 4.4'. ¥.*.*.*.*.*.*. 4-'. X'.*,:

Philosophical Implications of Complexity

. The PAPA is taking quite a beating from several sides at 
this moment, which is nothing new, for it’s been lambasted by the 
most prominent fans from time to time throughout its ten years of 
existence, and seems to be at least as solid and firm as it was 

■ at any time in the past. -Allof Which is as it should be: if any
one took the trouble to say nasty hings about the NFFF these days, 
it would demonstrate that the NFFF has some' vitality left. Fur
ther, I’m usually in agreement with what the FAPA’s harshest crit
ics have been saying. Where we differ is that I don’t understand 
why these critics don’t either produce or shut up. It is all ,
very well to criticize Eeifetz for sugary phrasing, because some
one must criticize the great artists; but it is an entirely dif
ferent story when it comes to criticizing lack of the right sort 
of activity inan ayjay group, when the critic is in a nosition to 
com© forth with what he thinks is the rigid sort of activity him
self and fails to w so. , ’ . ,

however, even Worse than this is the new philosophy that is 
springing up, to the effect that if you don't find quite what you 
are looking for in the FAPA, you should stprt a. new ayjay group. 
Lowndes and the others in New York continue ’ t o insist that their 
ne’ groups aren’t competitive with the 3AFA. In theory that may 
be true, in practice it isn’t. Right new the VAPA is in tne very 
uncomfortable organizational! situation of a hunch oi people who 
are sitting around trying to converse and unable to think of some
thing, to talk about. I suspect that the new '’Spectator Club4’ is 
g.om^ to be in the same boat after the f^rst three or four mail
ings . ‘

The whole thing in a nutshell is this: no organization can be 
successful unless its members have a cbmpon interest or a common 
goal that is strong enough to compensate lor the trouble of form
ing' and maintaining that organization. ■ Th® general ay jay groups 
like the NAPA and the UAPA function because their members love to 
print magazines. It’s more a love'of the handicraft.and mechan
ics of printing th a n an interest in wilting ana critic!.sm. The 
FAPA has lasted as long, as it has because it consists of people 
who are interested in fantasy, and -hl also Hhe.to te,lk about 
things related to fantasy or suggested - by it--science , math, the 
future of the worlu, and such tilings. gni ortunately ,, the VAPA 
has taken tris same sort of persons and has set. out to keep fan
tasy rnaterial out of its mailings’, fh® result is^an absurdity: s
the VAPA publications, if they sre- td fulfill.their must 
treat oi things that' turn ux> in any conversation among intelligent
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people everywhere, the’only difference being that you spend twurs 
in stenciling and mimeographing remarks that you could make in a. 
few minutes of actual conversation, then are forced to wait two 
®r three months, instead of a few seconds, for the other people 
to answer you. When I want to talk about the poetry of Ezra 
Found (which isn’t very often!), the ethics of sending food to 
Europe, and most of the other current or recent VAPA tonics, I. 
know where to find in Hagerstown people who are just as intelli
gent as the >VAPA membership, and it is much easier to talk with, 
them than it is to put out a' magazine contaning my views. But if 
I want to discuss matters connected with fantasy and fandom, I 

, must resort to correspondence and publishing, simply because the 
local people who read science fiction confine their remarks to - 
■'This was a &oodstory, but that other one sure was.a classic.’

I’m inclined to think that the VAPA will continue to exist 
only as long as Lowndes and Blish remain interested in it, and I 
don’t see any brighter future for the new Spectator blub. . ur- 
ther, I fail, to see why the latter was organized to begin with: 
I don't even see how its aims differ from those of the VAPA, and 
suspect that it was organized Only because a few He-. xor -eis feel 
the fannish influence, in the VAPA is-becoming too strong- xe/er- 
theless, I’ll continue membership in the VAPA as long as_i m 
mitted to hold it, and I may ~ 
cause I like Lowndes’ writings 
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the other
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When. We Were Very Young

No one knew then the significance of the name, but the Spring, 
1943, mailing of the FAFA was the first one to contain prominent 
references to that pre-Shaver menace, Claude Degler. This mailing 
came out beforethe objectionable features of Claude’s personality 
had made tnenselves fully felt. As a result, Art Widner wrote at 
some length and in great good humor in Yhos about Claude's bung- 
lingly successful efforts to ‘attend the Boskone. But Ashley’s 
The Stefan was. highly prophetic in an unintentional sort of way. 
The publication consisted of m illustrated parody ol Poe’s ’’Ravenri 
with Claude as the villain. ' ----- ---- - —-
somebody,” Al explained in a postscript, 
just as well have picked on some other, fan 
many another of us felt just the same way’ , .
flitting, Still is draped there, unsubmitting; 
fort, still outwitting, r ~ 
his eyes have all the gleaming 
All my plans and careful scheming 
Won’t some sympathetic being 
Scrape this damn, thing off my floor? publishers and con-
dominated the mailing. A half-dozen of the nri'nrpfl
tributors were in the service, and their e^P n^tandins? v-onnxr 
their writings. Said Corporal Milt: /The
man at the mission mentioned above tried t0 S concent to me th*a+" 
jurist as my savior. I sai . r-han For some reason or
I couldn't give him an answer right vhen. -v {( , , T
other the LASFS became quite hilarious oV. - _ ”10^°Finn'sMoUseA in Horizons to publish the SeSber hit hit ws
Journal'’ as soon A possible. oe uvenet was represented
supposed to be? I don’t. ’ Russeil -• a Broken -Dream.” 
with 20 of. his poems, subtitled especially from a
I always thought his poetry was.seu / else he attempted,
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which sums up things pretty veil e 
reive of anything remotely eric i 
the book into a partial fantasy by dying 
one-third of tne —ay through, th er 
on the scene in a formless way anc
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ALDOUS HUXLEY 
Time Lust Have a Stop

Huxley’s.books have varied all the way from the fiendishly 
ictic depiction of a certain tiny segment of the upper middle 
class in "Point .Counter Point" to the futuristic and fantastic 
"Erave New World. " But I don’t think he has written a real fan
tasy even in this latter volume, which has always seemed, to ye to 
be a tninly diguised satire on the present day, rather.tuan on 
tne future. In "Ti _e lust Have a Stop" he definitely injects a 
fantasy aspect here and tne re, and the result is none too pleas
ing, in a-volume that lacks the bite and the forcefulness oi mix- 
ley’s earlier novels. ’’ I felt sone sympathy for the people m 
"Point Counter Point," but I canfeel only disgust ror the s--pf- 
tides and actions.cf most of those in this recent nove , even 
the author apparently expects the mmin reader to aomire -.everal 
of tuem. Tne gentleman who provides the fantasy aspect s 

intellectual Sybarite,
- — -I ' ?!

cent that it is hard to con
' or llis actions. He turns 
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Of Hany Things

- --- ---- than a small fraction of the huge amount,
1\JUU lUCtnj — — ---- - , tpp-i-ls So thi° exoerpins irora. a
of Associated Press, featuregquare proixably didn’t

ghost of the square is Fob- 
York in 1894 at the age of 

But he didn’t 
’The King 
Scene.- of 

and ’The 
■ stories ever 

red brick one-time bacneloi 
qear the southeast 

, but no 
does anyone care

get published very widely: 
ert V’. Chambers. He came 
29 after studying art in 
become a writer, and his 
in Yellow,’ is saturated 
two stories in the book,

Not many papers use more q • o
of Associated Press feature materials. oo tn ~ 
lone article about Rew Yorks Washington > 

.'Another ’ 
back to Ne'

Faris for seven years ( 
first book of short stories, 
with Washington Square.
’Tiie Repairer of ReputationJ

Ye llow" Sign’—the latter, one of the greatest ///. 
St/ J® Anerica-were laid in .i , 
apartment building known aS/Tne Beneai ■ , i.^dd there, 
corner of the square. ” The building does a^y^
longer is it an artists’ studio ana no 1 ng^ ^en the man who had 
what happened to Tessie and her ar / . "Rpter them. ’’ Yes, 
been dead for months clumped,up tne sta i- building of New York 
it Still Stands, bat it now xs Me ytuteW, e vtio ens 
University. ” Now comes a di®ess*on, . ghock if he bears ln 
Renairer of Refutations’ touay is due 1 - - It onens: ’Toward 
mind that the sto ry was written be.orj • - rmany,..had left no 
the end of the year 1920.,.the war wi.-., t jfrerywhere good s.rthi- 
visible scars upon the. republic.... _ York a sudden craving
tecture was replacing bad, ana even / of tBe existing hor- 
for decency had swept away a great pox^> lai(J out) elevated 
rors. Streets had been widened, squa- - Vuilt to replace 
structures demolished and underground 1 his tragic story, , 
them.’ ” Then, just before jumping 1 ths first law, and tile 
Chambers wrote: ’But self-preserva^ / g sorrow as Germany, Ite,"- 
United St'tes had to look on. in heap +/Ot3s of anarchy, while 
ly Spain and Belgium vmithed in t.w Jin bound them one
nu’.sia, watching from the Caucasus, pilllcon that I’ve seen,
by one.’” ” In all the accounts o? fitted. It was the 
tlie -io st distressing of al 
case of kaymonl Washington, ,
idling around Philadelphia, looking 
find it because his ^rcuant, marine 
finding out the name of the uotel, 
f$ns in the phone book. ” Almost .torgo 
inations this time. For art, R< 
Bonn, third. Fiction, FToffatt, 
don’t see anything else ”orth m 
to get enthusiastic about an; 
that derail------ -
and the re you hit a---------  .
Laney, second; °neary, third
Sneer, second; Laney, third. . _
sentie ..eh who turned in a very ii ” L 
of comments, none of 
of these divisions--

the Caucasus, ■' 
ccounts of/""/omitted, 
the events v - philcon weekend 

fS? the ©vent and failing to 
f0+\wties had ke?Tfc from 
aCtl "couldn’t locate any

> /he BAFA laureate non- 
•rst- Cockroft, second; 
Thomas, second; and I

. - * Nor can i bring myself.entionirg- / ^ig ■iai1iag) so
____ - - •ie'?+-i"ie. Humor, 'Burbee, first; 

rti.ient must be ignored this /,+ jcies, Rothman, iirst;
’ ’■ another dead end. .x / i ng, Rothman, first;

Best fecial nod to theSone soi- o .on Qf Q(ids ends 
-- on Ous’! to classify in any ' which were long ?noug^ Kedd Bogg3) in 

Dons Bratton anY 4 /production in this is- 
_ aye hopes that t/ I've rounded the

sue of Horizons will be better than ^/OIT//a-ipl'etely.amputated 
keys more energetically, attae <-o-~ - , start experimenting wi .g 
o centers. If it's still f#nt, xl- g0 nropos,ed draft remits 
cushion sheets for the next - -
ano tiler issue.


